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Kushiro Unsen (1759-1811) was a literati artist (bunjin) working in the Nanga or ‘Southern Painting’
style. Using ink and colours on satin, Unsen has painted a rural retreat set within a mountainous
landscape. The loose, looping brushwork used to depict the rolling hillside is energetic and dynamic,
however this effect has been tempered by washes of translucent ink that produce soft and shadowy
forms. A restricted palette of brown, pale blue and grey informs the viewer that the season is
autumn.

The mountain peaks in the upper section of the composition are heaped one upon the other, creating
a diagonal ascent from right to left. Sheltered beneath them are two rural dwellings with thatched
roofs, and in the bottom left corner a stooped figure has paused on a path that leads across an
arched stone bridge. The course of a river is indicated by the placement of large grey boulders that
chart its progress from the building at the centre of the painting to the bridge in the bottom right.

The eyes of the viewer are invited to zigzag back and forth, following the incline of the path, the
boldly painted grey outcrops of rock, and the mountain peaks with their hemp-fibre striations. The
path at the bottom of the painting delineates the foreground from the middle ground, while the
middle ground and background are separated by a blank space suggestive of mountain mist.
Mountain-shaped daubs of ink connote distant peaks, giving the painting a sense of recession that is
lacking elsewhere in the composition.



The artist’s signature ‘Unsen shōjin sha’ 雲泉樵人写 is brushed in black ink in the top left corner followed
by a red square ‘Taishū’ 岱就 seal.

Japan’s scholar-amateurs admired the expressive and intuitive brushwork of the ‘Southern School’ of
Chinese landscape painting. The Nanga movement occurred at a time when the transmission of
foreign goods and ideas was tightly controlled by the ruling Tokugawa Shogunate. During this
period of isolationism (J. sakoku), all traded goods had to enter Japan through Dejima, a manmade
island situated in the Bay of Nagasaki. As travel bans prevented Japanese people from visiting China,
Nanga artists partially received their education in Chinese painting from imported illustrated books
and copies of paintings.

Unsen was born in Hizen, Shimabara (Nagasaki prefecture), and had the opportunity to study the
Chinese language and Chinese painting techniques directly from exiled Ming loyalists, and Qing-
dynasty artists who were resident in Nagasaki. [2] Unsen was part of a large artistic network that
brought him into contact with like-minded painters and poets, such as Rai San’yō, Uragami Shunkin,
Yamamoto Baiitsu, and Kimura Kankadō. [3]
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